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We are very excited about sharing with you a happy baptism in mainland China
and a rapid progress of the Genesis course.
In the Information Age, YouTube and Facebook are great instruments of
evangelism in America. In sharp contrast, thousands of websites have been
blocked since September 2015 by Chinese authorities to achieve Internet
censorship, which prohibits user access to forbidden websites in mainland China.
Thankfully, God is able to do exceedingly above what we expect for the outreach
ministry. In July, we broke the “Great Firewall of China” and uploaded a Chinese
video W hy A re There So Many Churches. Please read the comment from Mr. Nan
Chiang, a denominational friend who has attended services at a Lord’s church in
central China.
A very good resource! I appreciate pastor William Chen’s teaching
style. He exhibits tranquil tone of voice coupled with scripture and
historical facts to expound the issue. The presentation is coherent
and systematic. I am going to share it with my father.
On July 30, 2017, after further study on biblical baptism with Chin Leo, a fellow
worker during my last mission trip to mainland China, Mr. Chiang was baptized
into Christ. What a happy day! We give God the praise, honor, and glory for the
outreach of this ministry.
Moreover, one of our supporters in Southeast Asia wrote to us:
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We really admire your good work and very happy we can do our
little part of it [financial support]. Just watch your video [Heaven],
shared on Facebook, and I think it is really good. I am studying with
an old friend of mine and he too likes your video.… [He] has
recently started to study Bible after the passing of his mother. Pray
that God's words will lead him to the right direction. Pray that your
work for the Lord will be smooth. May the Lord be with you
always!
Soon after returning from my mission trip to Asia, I was engaged in recording
seven lessons on Genesis and working on the graphics and charts in both
Traditional Chinese and Simplified Chinese. In the future, we will offer a series of
11 lessons for the Genesis course in our school curriculum. We presently have the
first three lessons up online for free viewing at ChineseBibleSchool.org; the rest of
the lessons will be available on the internet shortly. These lessons will also be
available on DVD.
I am thankful for the opportunity of proclaiming the gospel of Christ through
social media. We dream there will be many others benefiting from the school as
they expand their knowledge of God's most Holy word.
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